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SUMMARY

,

The People's'Republic of China (PRC) has embarked upon an ambitiousmodernization program intended to move China into the forefront ofthe world's industrialized nations by the end of the present can-, tury and to aChieve significant progress in that direction by 1985.-The program, officially termed "the four modernizations.," calls forChina to attain advanced world levels of the 1970s, or beyond, byt410.4aar...1000 in the four fields of agricult e, industry, scienceand technology; and national defense. Aosic t all fields, the PRCjnas declared, is progress in science anditechn ogy. Although theunrealistically ambitious program initially ou ned has been cutback ae a result of periodic reassesipments, the goals remain.high.nines ability to approach them will depend heavily on the PRC'ssuccess in mobilizing its human and material resources and its ef-forts ,to acqui`re quickly the necessary scientific and technological ,skills.

Chine's four modernizations program bears littleresemblance toplrograms commonly associated with most developing cOuntries. Whileat-tending to basic elements and principles of development, the PRCprogram also focuses on highly ,pophisticated areas of scientific'and technological advancement that would contribute to a high levelof economic and military progress, such as the development of ne*sources of energy, computer'technology, space science, laser usage,high energ7 physics, and genetic engineering.

To accomplish these goals, the Chinese lea,dership seeks to expand-and-modernize its education facilities, eradicate adverse attitudestoward intellectuals and "thkngs foreign" cultivated during theCultural Revolution, create an atmosphere condubive"to'intellectu
activity, and develop ektensive programs of scientific and technol-ogicar`exchange with advanced countries, particularly with countriesof the West and Japan.

During the Cultural Revolution, intellectuals andantellectual'pursuits were denigrated. Many oX China's intellectuals were perse-cuted and driven from their normal fields of operation; many,werepurged. Schools at all levels were closed and reopened only slowly,with colleges and tiniversities reopening only in the 1910s and thenwith a heavy curriculum concentration on politics. Where they werepermitted to function, intellectualiswere placed under the adminis--trative control of'political cadres, for wbom ideology held priorityover, science. The transfer from abroad'of science and technology
wete hela to be in contradiction with the Maoist principle of self-,

4reliance: As a consequence, anintensive effort is being made toeradicate ancl reverse these and other attitudes that impede scien-,Atifc and technological progress.
.
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In corder to acquire qui kly the skills necessary for achievemente.#-P-of the fOur modernizations, the FRC-1.ms launched a major effort
to send-Chinese students abroad fot scientific, technological andlanguage training,'and to invite foreign spedialists to'China4tolecture, teach And participate in joint research pro,jects. Thou-sands of Chinese students have been sent to the'United States,West Germany, France, England, Japan and other countries for vichtraining and the numbers can be expected to mount significantly.Earlier policies of striq PRC Embassy control over students-intheir respective countries have been dropped And Chinese studentsabroad are widely dispersed and permitted, even encouraged, toreside with private familiesind integrate with local students. ,

PRC officials have estimated the need of a corps of 800,000 scien-tists and technicianS for the modernization program, of which only60,000 were available in 1978. Thus, despite the crash effort totrain such specia4sts, China will remain short of the nede-ssary
skilled personnel for a prolonged period of time.

4'
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Introduction

As part of a comprehensive modernization program, the People's Re-public of China (PRC) committed itself, in a series of conferencesin 1977 and 1978, to an ambitious undertaking intended to advanceChina in fields of science and technology to world levels of the1970s (and berond in some fields) by the.year 2000.1 Significantprogress toward this general goal was initially contemplated in aseries of specific tatgets incorporated in an interim program forthe period of 1978 and 19852 but early recognition that the in-terim goals/were beyond China's capability resulted in progressive
readjustment. of plans and cutbacks of targets.

From the beginning, the Chinese leader'ghip recognized that theachievement of the goals it had set for itself, the interim as wellas the long-term, could not be realized without the transfer fromabroad of science and technology, and that the transfer of suchcould not be successfully accomplished without the teaining of amassive corps of foreign language specialists. As a consequence,the Chinese leadership has made it clear to the Chinese people andto authorities abioad that it intends to increase vastly and ex-pand scholarly and techno,l.ogical exchanges with advanced countriesof the West and Japan. Some scientific and technological exchangeswith Moscow-oriented Communist countries of Eastern Europe willalso be revived, but exchanges with the Soviet Union will apparentlyremain dormant.

The comprehensive development program, which calls for moderniza-tion in four areas--agriculture, industry, science and technology,
and national'clefense--was initially proposed by Zhou Enlai at theThird Natdonal People's Congress (NPC) in 1964 and reintroduced byhim at the Fourth NPC in 1975. Although approved by' the NPC on
each occasion, the initial proposal:was frustrated by the Cultural
Revolution and the second by the negative attitude of leaders whogained dominant influence within the Party following the death ofZhou in 1976, particularly those leaders now commonly referred toin China as the "Gang of Four," namely, Wang gupgwen, Zhang Qunqiao,Jiang Qing, and Yao Wenyuan, who were all members of the Political3ureau of the Communist Party of China (CCP) before their suddenfall from power in October 1976.

The Cultural Revolution Prevented the implementation of the program',by its attack on the bureaucracy and the undermining of civil order,and deterred future implementation as a result of a number of devel-
opments in the course of its unfolding. These included the emotional
emphasis on "red" over "expert," the closing'of all educational in-
stitutions, a campaign against "things foreign," and the denigrationof intellectuals. Though,Zhou was able to,win reendorsement of therogram at the Tenth National,PartI Congress in 1973 and at the
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Fourikh NPC in 1975, his declining.health and forcefulneis enabled
the Gang of Four to perpetuate views and attitudes nurtured during-
the Cultural Revolution and stymie any effort to implement tale
plan.

According to current CCP allegations, the Gang of Four lboked,upon
some aspects of modernization as counterrevolutionary and on others
as threats to basic Maoist principles. ,They are accused of having
opp9sed the development of foreign trade and the transfer to China
of foreign technology, considering advocacy of such policies as a ,

reflection of a "slavish comprador philosophy" and as evidence of a,
belief that dependence bn the Maoist principle of self-reliance com-
mits China to a policy of "trailing behind-ata snail's pace." They
looked upon efforts to put enterprises on a profitable basis as a
policy of "putting profits in command." They are accused of mis-
trusting intellectuals and slandering them as "theStinking ninth
category,"3 as "spreading bourgeois poison," and as the-"foindation
of capitalist restoration." Science and technology, they sa d, was
dominated by a "revisionist line." They allegedly argued that "the
more knowledge, the more reactionary," and expressed a clear prefer-
ence for "laborers with-no culture.' Modernization, they said, 'waS

in fact reversion to capitalism.

The modernization program was reaffirmed aS a national proje4,
after the fall of the Gang of Four, at the Eleventh NatiOnal Party
Congress in AUgust 1977 and the Fifth NPC in March 1978. Revival
:and\implementation of the program can be attributed directly to the
effo?te, and forceful leadership of Deng Xiaoping', follow_ing his res-
toration to power in August 1977 as Vice Chairman of the CCP and
Vice Premier of the State Council, his second rehabilitation after
periods of disgrace from.1967 to 1973 and 1976 to 1977.,

140

Relevance of EXchanges to PRC Modernization Efforts

Policies and attitudes that prevailed during the decade from 1966
to 1976, Chinese Communist leaders say today, set China back 20

years or more in the fields of science and technology. Vice Premier
Fang Yi, the leading official in the fields of science and technol-
ogy,4 told a National Science Conference, meeting in Peking in
April 1978, that China had approached woild levels in some fields
of science prior to the Cultural Revolution but, because of set-
backs during that period and subsequently, the country is now 15
to 20 years behind advanced world levels in many branches of sci-'

ence and technology and still more in some. Deng Xiaoping told
the same assembly that China had "lost a lot of time," particularly
"as a result of the sabottage of Lin Biao and the Gang of Four."
To achieve the objectives of the modernization program tO which the
PRC is committed, Deng and other leaders have said that China must
urgently,recover lost ground in these fields, and to do so it must ,



immediately reverseNcertain popular attitudes, adopt a number of
institutional and administrative changes, and rapidly develop andexpand scientific and technological exchanges with adVanced coun-tries of the West and Japan. Among the attitudes that must becorrected or reversed are those concerning education, intellect-uals, things foreign and the transfer of technology, all of which
are germane to the development and expansion of exchanges.

In his report to the Fifth NPC on the work of the government, Hua
Guofeng declared that the fall of the Gang of Four marked the con-
clusion of the Cultural Revolution and the inauguration of a "new
period" of,development in China's "socialist revolution and social-ist construction'." During the Cultural Revolution, Deng told the
science conference, the CCP "concentrated maximum efforts" on the
political revolution; today, he said, it must "take firm hold" ofthe work of modernization. "The New Period" has become the common
designation for the period of development upon which the PRC has
embarked, and the modernization project i;s being referred to in-
creasingly as a "New Long Mar6h."..

As noted above, the modernization program calls for the transfor-,
maticr of China into a powerful, modern socialist country by theend of this century through concentrated development in four 'funda-
mental sectors--agriculture, industry, science and technology, and
national defense, but "the crux of the foOr modernizations," Deng
said, "is the mastery of modern science and technology."5

Accordingly, less than two weeks after the conclusion of.the Fifth
RPC, a National Science Conference was cOnvened in Reijing, atten-
ded by some 6,000 scientific and technical workers and bureaucrats
involved in science and technology, at which a general plan for
delielopments in science and technology was outlined. This confer-
ence waS,followed by a series of specialized conferences, all with
-nationwide representation, at which various sectors of the overall
program were developed. 7he most important of these, in terms of
international exchanges, were a national education Conference (in
April), National Capital COnstruction Conference (May), All-Army
Political Work Conference (April t.6 June), National Conference on
Finance and Trade (July), National Agricultural Con4erence (July),
the Third Nuclear Physics Conference (August), and-the Ninth Na-
tional Trade Union Congress (October). All in 1978.

'At the National Science Conterence, Fang Yi listed the following
goals for science and technology for th'e interim period ending in
1985:6

1

1. Approach or attain advanced world levels of the.
1970s in a number qf important branches of science
and technology;
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2. Increase in the number-Of professional research
workers to 800,000;7.

3. Eitablishment of a number of up-to-date centers ,for.
scientific experimentation; ahd

4. gstablishment of a"nationwide systeM for scientific
and technological research.

In an elaboration on the general outline, Fang Yi threw light on,
exchange targets in the field of science and technology that 'the
PRC is likely to seek to develop. The Overall long-terM plan, Fang
seid, provides for research and development in 27 "spheres," the '

most important .of which are natural resources, agriculture,. indus.=
try, national defense, transport and communication, oceanogra.phy,
environmental protection, medicine, finance anr . trade, culture and
education. Within these spheres; 108 "key projects" have been se-
le.cted for-priority. researeh during the interim period'(1978-1985)-,
the compietiOn of which would raise China to advanced world levels,.
of the 1970s in a number 'of important branches of sCiende and tech-
noqogy and lay the foundation for "catching up with or surpassing
World levels in all branches"-by the year 2000. While the 108 key-
projects were hot specifically identified- in the available text of
his .Speech,8 the eight "comprehensive spheres" wit1in which thky...:
fall were cited. These are:,

I. Science And Technology in X4riculture. Agrictlture, Fang main-
tained, is the "foundation 'of the national economy." SdrveYs will
_be taken of China's resources in agriculture, forestry, animal hug-
bandry, sideline production, andkfisheries,and research will be
carried out in each, including reiearch and§Oevelopment in matters
relating to mahagement and tool improvenont.

2. Science and Technology of Energy,. While'coal will remain the
chief sourde of energy in the PRC for a "fairly long time to come,"
and the development of coal and petroieum-teohnology will continue
;to 'Teceive high priority, including further exploitation and expan-
siOn of each, the PRC will take as its "chief research subjectsM.
the "key technical roblems ih building large hydroelectric'power
stations and thermal power stations at pit mouths, large power grids
and super-high-voltage power transmission lines." Greater efforts
will also be devoted to the emploration o'f new sources of energy,
such as atomic power, solar energy, geothermalenergv, win0 power,
tide energy and cqitrolled thermonuclean fusion. AttenEion will
also be paid to " ow-calories" fuels, such as bone coal, gangue and

oil shale: and marsh gas,.
a

0

3. Science and TechnologytConcerning M4terials. Fang called at-,
tention to the "paramount irAoortance" to -,ihbofour modernizations

1

't(3
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of research in the field of materials. China must master.modern
metallurgical"-technOlogy quickly, he 'said, make full use of:its,rich natural resources, ancl, increase 'at high'speed" the produc-tion of cement ahd new tYpes of building Materials. Specifically,.China "should,devote great effort to basic research on the science
nf Materials, develop new experimental techniques and testing meth-ods, and gradually be able,to design new-materiala,with specificproperties."

4. Electronic Computer Science-and Techpology. Within the next
three years', rapid development in basic research on computer sci-
ence and related disciplines is pl'anned,and bY 1985 Ahe PRC aims
to aCquire7"a comparativply advanced" research force in the field/and to have bath a "faii--sized" modern computer industry.

5. Las'er Science and Technology.9,.ks a-relatively new field of,
research for the PRC, efforts within tlw next three years will fo-
cus on the study of laser physics, Iaset spectroscopy, and non-
linear optics, whiele in the,next ei'dht years Fang expects Chinese
scientists ta "make discoveries,and-creaties" in new types of
-laser devices, "developing new wave-lengths of laser and studying
new mechanisms of laser generation.

6. ,Space Sciende and'Technology. .Space science', Fang noted, has
application for' many_aspects of the'military and of the national
economy, hence the PRC should attach' importance, to the study of
space science, including the study of remote sensing techniques
arl the apptication of sateltites. Space Centers are to be built

the development bf China's space vehicle series .stepped up. -

.7. .4iah Snergy PhySics kmodern high energy PhysicS experimental.
basb is to be,built within 10 years, In which a proton accelerator
with a capacity of 30,000 to 5,0,000 milliah electron volts is-to
be completed during the firs;five years and a' "giant one" with.a
still larger capacity in the econd five years. Meanwhile earnest
effort is to be made to prepare for research in the Tield, with
stress on'"studying and manufacturing detectors and training lab-
oratory workers.." 5,PRC research in,high energy physics began only
in the early 1970s1u).

B. Genetic Engineering. In this fast developing new branch of
study, FanFg.said, China "must" in the next three years strengthen
organization and goordination/and step up the tempo of building and
improving the related laboratories and conduct basic studies. In-
the next eight years, these shbuld be combined with studies in mo-
lecular genetics and cell biology.
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While environmentarprotectiOn was not one)of the eight priority.
spheres on which Fang elaborated, he raised thetsubject by quoting
Hua Guofeng on multi-purpose utilization:

"Ike. must attach importance to, multi-purpose
utilization which makes full use of natural
resources and alleviates pollution of the ,

environment. The three Endustrial wastes'
(liquids, gasesand dregs) Will bring harm
if they are'disaarded but will become trea-
sures if they are turned to good account."

c.-4P

In most of these fields current PRC research capability is limited
and in some virtually absent both in terms of adequate facilities '
and'coinpetent research personnel. Pre-1949 Western-trained senior
scientists and technicaps are degreasing rapidly in number on ac-
count of natural and political attrition; some Soviet-trained mid-
generation scientists and technici#ns may be under a political
cloud and therefore inactive in their specialized fields of work;
while junior scientists and technicians, due to domestic politics
and suspended unii/ersity education, have not beep produced in sig-
nificant numbers. As a result, the supply of scientists and.tech-
nicians is,insufficient to.fill either the teaching or'researdh
complements required by the modernization programs. kence 'the PRC
is compelled to rely heavily on training abroad'and the employment
of foreign teachirs ip China to meet the staffing needs of both its
short- and long-lerm modernization programs.

At the'opening session-of the Fifth NPC on February 2E:, 1979,_Pre-
mier Hua Guofeng stated that in order to attain the modernization
goal's China "must build a vast army of working intellectuals." A
few weeks later, on March 18, Vice Premier Deng Xiaoping told a
national science conference'thathe PRC "must actively develop in-
ternational academic exchanges Aa step up...friehdly Contacts with
scientific circles of other countries." Deng'i point was stressed
'even' mdre emphatiOally by Fang Yi, who called for the strengthening
of scientific and technical cooperation and academic exchanges with
other countries. Fang stated:

"We must strengthen scientific ahd,technical
cooperation and academic exchanges with other
countries and keep abreast of the results,,
trends, policies and measures of their scien-
tific and technological research as well as
their enerience in organization and manage-
ment. We should actively and systematically
enlarge the scope'of sending scientific and
technical personnel, students and post-
graduates abroad to study, receive'advanced
training, makd study tours and take part in
interpAtiónal apidemic conferences and other

. 13
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academic adtivities. At-the 'same time., wewill.also inviteoforeign scientists, engi-neering and technical experts to China to
agive lectures, serve as mlvisors or join usin scientific research.'"

Full implementation of an exchange program such as that envisagedby Fang Yi has, however, been encumbered'by the shortage of Chinesepersonnel adequately prepared to participate profitably'in the pro-gram and by a limitation of researdh,and training.facilities in..China for the reception of foreign exchangees. To overcome thesehangicaps, the PRC has introduCed educational reforms and'initiatedan Apansion of educational facilj.ties.

Educational Reforms and Developments

Thirty years after the founding of the PRC, an educational journal,Jiaoyu Yanqiu ("Educational Research"), found it necessary to com-plain that education in China ig still faced with "two" fundamentalproblems: (1). primary education has not yet been made universalnocr illiteracy.wiped outz and (2) "everywhere there is a shortageof qualified personnel."1-2

In part, the reason for these problems can be attributed to set-backs suffered 'during the Cultural Revolution caused by the closingof educational institutiOns, the slow-down in language raform, andthe denigration of, intelledtuals.

All schools, from primary through university, were suspended in theautumn of 1966 and a considerable amount of educational plant wastaken over by various governmental enterprises, particularly by'thePeople's LiberatiOn Army (PLA)-. Primary schools resumed operationapproximately one year later. Secondary schools reopened towardthe end of the 1960s, but universities remained closed until theearly 1970s, when'they gradually and partially restored educational -activity, with a strong emphasis on political .education. Graduateschools, however, were not given serious attention until:the summerof 1978, at the same time that the major institutions for Overseas.Chinese were reactivated--Jinan Universiy in Canton and the Over--seas Chinese University in Quanzhou Municipality in Fujian Province.

An element in the denigration of intellectuals that the JiaoyuYanqiu article found to be particularly significant 40 contributingto the shortage of qualified personnel was the "egalitarianism, inthe training of personnel,"13 a principle, it alleged,'Lin Biaoand the Gang of Four had ''.'pushed" to an "extreme." They are accusedof having advocated treating as equals people with more konowledge

I.

1 4
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and those with less knowledge, those with knowledge, and those with-
out knowledge, thus creating the attitude that.trying to .become a
specialist,meant "personal strife," embarking on the,"road to be-
coming specialists without socialist consciOusness," and seeking
to become an "intellectual aristocrat."

In the past three years, however, the PRC has undertaken a number
of reforms and sought to reverse'-certain prevalent negative atti-
tudes that have particular relevance to its scientific and techno-
logical development and its internati,onal exchange objectives.
Actions taken include educational reforns, effortg to raise the
morale of intellectuals, administrAtive changes that will allow,
more effective utilization of their talents, meagures to improve
management, a campaign to reverse attitudes toward "things foreign,"
and the promulgation of a principle to adapt theory to changing
conditions as a central element of dogma.

Beginning in late 1976, after the .fall of the Gang of FOur;.educa-
tional reforms were gradually and progressively introduced. These
included a move towards universal education, reduced concentration
on political matters in the curricula, an increased focus on sci-
entific and technical subjects, thelrestoration of the examination
system to select students for college entrance, and the'elimination
of the mandatdry tour of service in the countryside'between middle
school and college,.thus making possible direct entrance into uni-
versities from high school for those who qualify.

The move towards Univerlal education and the elimination of illiter-
acy began with the reduction, in the autumn of 1978, of the age of,
eligibility for entrance into Primary.schools to six14
and the implementation of a plan calling for eight ears\ of general
education by 1985 for children in rural areas and ten yelars for
those in cities.15 These plans provide for at least primary school -
education for students in rural areas and a minimum of lower middle
school training for urban students. Achievement of these objectives
should present no serious problem other than in staffing.

With respect to higher education, hoWever, the problems confronting
the PRC are greater and more complex. According to Zhou Peiyuan,
a senior official with responsibilities in fields of science and
technology, China had in 1978 only 60,090 of the 800,000 scientists
and technicians it needs for its modernization prOgram.16 Although
part of the deficit can be made up by the proper utilization of per-
sonnel already trained but presently misused because of past atti-
tudes toward intellectuals1' and by others pushed through special--
ized crash courses, the overwhelming nlajority must necessarily come
from among those yet to be trained in China and abroad. Before
the Cultural Revolution China had attained a capacity of producing
200,000 college graduates annually, only a portion of which
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specialized in science and technology. The capacity at presentappears to be to enroll approximately 275,000 to 300,000 incolleges and universities innually, again in all fields of study.

Some expadsion of educational facilities can be achieved fairly
quiCkly and'with 'relatively limited expenditures by the return tothe Ministry of Education of educational buildings and landfrrbi-
trarily occupied by other enterprises and adminntrative grf;ans,including the PLA, when schools-were closed during the CulturalRevolution.18 At the request of the Mininstry of Education, th4State Council issued an order in SePtember 1976 calling for theevacuation and return to the Ministry of Education of all such fa-cilities by no later than-August 31, 1979.19 While the PLA apRearsto have turned' over most of the property'-it had occupied within thedesignated period, it continued to hold substantial lacilities atPeople's University in Beijing, leading to a students' strike.on
October 10, 1979,2° The.strike was settled two days later whenthe PLA agreed to yield some but not all buildings and land itstill held.21 Return to the Ministry of Education ot all prop-erty seized by other activities would orovilr facilities forknearly150,000 additional college students.22-

In 1977, thesexamination system, was restored fbr the selection ofcandidate's for college entrance and, beginning in 1978, these exam--inations were standardized nationwide. Prior to that, as a result
opof tendencies developed during the Cultural Revolution, middleschool students were sent to the countryside or to factories for aperiod of manual labor ahd exposure to wOrkers and peasants beTorebeing considered for selection for college entrance. Candidatesfor higher eddcation were, at that time, selected by co-workers infactories, oriocommunes, and in other establishments_and approvedby the Party hierarchY on the basis of political acceptabilitypwork performance, and health, with apparently very little consider-ation given to educational background and intellectual capacity.While the re-introduction of the examination system met initially'with wide resistance, opposition appears largely to have'subsided.

The nationwide examination system introduced in 1978, which servedalso as the pattern for the 1979 examinations, contained tests ineight fields, namely, mathematics, physics, chemistry, politics,
history, geography, Chinese language, and one or more foreign .

languages--English, French; Spanish, Russian, German, :Tapanese orArabic.23 Tests in politics, mathematics, and Chinese'language
were required of all candidates. Additionally, all candidates
were required tq take tests in two optional fields, and some couldselect a sixth. Capdidates who had studied a foreign language were
required to include that langdage as one of the optional fields,

s,
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Over the three-year period that entrance examinations shave been
given, efforts havelpeen made progressively to lower the age of
students entering colleges and universities. In 1977, candidates
were to be selected primarily from among the 20 to 30 year age
group ,24 mostly from among those under 25, but with some allow-
ance for older applicants because of the loss of opportunity for
higher education during the Cultural Revolution. In 1979, the
Ministry of Education urged emphasis on admitting students "'around
20" years.of age, prescribing that students taking the entrance
examinations that year should be no older than 25 (born no earlier
than September 1', 1954), although some talented, unmarried youths
up to 28 (born on or after September 1, 1951), who had outstanding
academic achievements and certifications by their respective work
units, could qualify.25 To qualify as candidates, students must
meet,political and health standards that mark them as "three-good"
students--morally, intellectually, and physically.26

In.1977, 278,000 candidates'of the'5.7 million who bid taken the
examination were admitted to colleges and universities.27 In 1978,
almost six million took the examinationA of whom about 290,000 were
selected for post-secondary schooling,2° while, in 1979, about
270,000 of some 4.6 million candidates qualified for enrollment in
the term commencing in September 1979.2 In August 1(479, Vice
M,i.nister of Education Gao Yi told a reporter of the Central People's
'Broadcasting,Station in Beijing that, with the addition of the 1979
pass, enrollment.in institutions of higher learning in CThina would
exceed one million." While selection through the examination
system is the rule, there is an exception, namely, the automatic
admission to college of,the winners of the nationwide mathematics
.contest held annually.31

Persons over the age rimit for college entrance and those who fail
the examinations are not, however, denied opportunity for further
education or skill improvement. For 'them, central and local lovern-
merits have established an array of vocational schools, spare-time
schools (factory-run gnd secondary level), standardized courses
taught over the radio and television, and provided other means for
self-improvement.

In September 1979, the PRC claimed to have in operation 598 colleges
and universities, 160,000 middle schools, 900,000 primary schools,
and 164,000 kindergartens.32 In addition, a number of central !An-
istries, the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences, and several other academic orggnizations maintain
and supervise training and research in a large number of subordinate
schools and institutes. The long-term.potential of China in the
fields of scientific and technological growth is suggested by the
feet that, as of 1978, the enrollmerit in China's primary sdbools
alone was claimed to be 146,000,000.33
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Primary and middle school education in China is free, except forthe purchase of books and other materials. Those selected forcollege and university education receive from the state not onlya free education but also room and board for the duration,and asmall stipend to cover incidental expenses. While free ..11ucationis the principle, in practice, higher education does impose-anadditional financial burden on parents. An econamist at theZhongshan University in Canton'recently estimated that the cost ofbringing up a child in China from birth to the,age of 16 is aboutYuan 6900 (roughly about $4,500) in urban areas, E4,800 (caT3-77.00) in townships, and Yl,600 (ca $1,00) in rural areas.34If the child goes to a university, the nonomist calcUlated, "afurther E6,000 ($3,900) must be added."'

In revitalizing ihe educational system, efforts have been and arebeing made to update and modernize textbooks and educatiodal equip-.,ment. -"Some new teaching materials were to be available for theadtumn semester of 1978, including textbooks compiled after studieshad been made of science and engineering teaching materials obtainedfrom the United Statesh United Kingdom, France, the Federal RegUblicof Germany, and Japan."6 At the same time, in order,to "regulate"political indoctrination under the reformec).system, a commission wasestablished in 1978 to compile within a year standard texts to beready for the 1979 academic year on philasophy; political economy,history of the Chinese Commun4st Party,,and the history of the inter-national communist movement.3/ Commenting'on,the revised textbooksthat had alreapy been introduced, Peking Review, with its own' per-
spectilie, said, "Political jargon has been done away with."38

In-deVeloping school curricula, there is a growing recognition amongChinese educators and other leaders that foreign language instruc-tion.muSt be greatly bolstered if China is to be able to absorb for-eign teChnology and to maximize-the value of its exchange programs.Liao'Chengzhi,- a member of the CCP Central Committee and prominentin exchange activities, particularly with Japan, has proposed a14-year foreign language training program for language specialits,to begin early in primary school and continue through col1ege.3./Liao recoimended that such specialists master two foreign languages,of which he considered English and French to be the most important,
and urged that Overseas Chinese and foreigners be invited td improvethe quality of instruction and augment China's inadequate foreign
language teaching staffs. Liao cited an estimate that had been made
to the effect that China deeds 50,000 foreign language instructorsin,primary schools alone.40 He gave no figure for the need in in-
stitutions of higher learning, where the need for instructors with
greater command of the languages taught and of contemporary usageis more important. In addition to the problem of-a shortage of
instructors, reterence has been made by the PRC media to an insuf-
ficiency of up-to-date teaching materials.41 Resources of most
libraries are said to be 'not only inadequate but alsO outdated.'
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In recognition of these problems, exchange agreements concluded
with the United Kingdom, 'Australia, France, and Japan provide for
the suPply to the ORC by those countries of teachdArs in English,
,French and'Japanese. In the case of the United States, provisions
for academic exchanges are included in a,Sino-US cultural agreement
signed in January 1979 during Deng-Xiaoping's.visit to the United
States. Meanwhile,'interull in 1e4rning foreign languages is being
fanned in China, and tome nguaged;-including English, French and
Japanese, are being taught not only in schools but on radio and
television as well.

a

Efforts to Improve the Image and Role of Intellectuats

Closely related to the educational reforms and developments is the
campaign under way to improve the image of intellectuals among the
people" and to bring them into the mainstream of the moderniza-
tion prograni by eradicating tile stigma placed upon them, granting
them greater authority and responsibility in fields of science and'
technology, allowing them,greater freedom of thought, demanding of
them less time for normally required political activity, and urn-
prbving their living seandards. "Gone forever," Deng Xiaoping told
the national science conference, aresthe days when the Gang of Four
"could willfully sabotage the cause*of science and persecute intel-
lectuals."3

To reverse'negative attitudes that have.developed overihe past 15
to 20 years, effort i being made to gain public acceptance of in-
tellectuals as members of the proletariat. In socialiSt society,
Deng told the science conference, "those who laboi, whether by hand
or by brain, are all working people."44 A coxrect "understanding
that science and technology belong to the productiveforces," he
added, "and that brain workers who serve socialism, ars a part of
the working people has a close be4ring on the rapid development" of
China's scisntific undertakings.4° To gain popular acceptance of
this concept, speakers and edit6rial writers have elaborated on the
theme that mental work, like manual work, is productive labor and
that mental workers, unless they have alienated themselves by asso-
ciation with exploiting classes or engaged otherwise in Anti-social
activity, shopld be considered to be part of the proletariat. De-
spite these efforts, however, as recently as mid-November 1979, a
Shanghai paper still found the problem sufficiently important to
devote the entire front page t6 any aqicle calling attention to
the fact that there were still "comrades," .influenced by the "ultra-
left" trend of thought in respect to intellectuals and by "lingering
fears" of one kind or another in regards to then1/4 who do not consi-
'der intellectuan as part of the working class.4° The article ,

called for 'an early correction of "unjust" and "erroneous" policies
toward intellectuali; ,Another journal, in August, called attention
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to the fact that few teachers had been admitted to party membershipand advocated party membership for primary'and middle school teach-
,

.ers.47

Another campaign in progress is.ailited at improging the popular
image of intellectuals by reversing the.negative image promulgatedby the Gang of Four. Among measures taken is a decision transmit-
ted to art and literary circles to include intellectuals among
heroes favorably portrayed in literary an)1 art works.. Zhou Yang,
a rehabilitated pre-Cultural Revolution eakier.in the field of
culture, told the national committee of Ithe China Federation of
Literary and Art Circles that, while th ir "most important task" isto present worker-peasant-soldier heroes in their work, "attention
should be paid too, to showing the oontribution made by revolution-
ary intellectuals, especially scientists and educators, who up till
now have not been given their due place in literature add art."48.
In line with this policy, short stories and films have novrappeared
favorably featuring intellectuals and their work..

Concurrent with these measures, the PRC has set about to improve
the wo5king atmosphere for intellectuals. This is being,,done by
granti,ng them greater freedom of thought, opportunity for free

-development of their talents, reducing-demands on their time for
political activity, matching jobs with Akills,,instituting manage-
rial reforms that give scientists and technicians substantive and,
administrative responsibilities in their'work units, and by recog-
nizing their accomplishments through the granting of honors and
titles and regulaepromotions to those who merit advancement.
Though these are aims, at a science and technOlogy conference,
presumably convened sometime in November 1979, speakers were still
asking that scientists and other, intellectuals be given better
living and worki g conditions and be promoted according to their

00. ebility rather,,t an by seniority.49
,

At the Fifth Rational Peoplefs Congress, Premier Rua Guofeng as- ,
serted that, to speed up the development of science, education and
other cultural undertakingsA "full scope" must be given to the
abilities of intellectuals.0 he policy of letting a hundred
flowers bloom and a hundred schools of thought contend together,
he said, is basic "for making China's science and culture flourish."
The same thought, was expressed .by YU Qiuli, a Vice Premier and the
Minister in Charge of the State Planning_Commission,, when he advised
delegates to the July 1978 National Conference on Finance and Trade
that Ne must further emancipate our minds and no longer bind our-
selves hand and foot."51

,To guarantee more time for substantive work and reduce the demands
for political activity on the part of scientists and technicians,
a "principle" of "five-sixths time" has been reinstituted. 'This
principle, attributed to Zhou Enlai52 but,hitherto never effec-
tively enforced, requires that research workers be guaranteed that

(.i.hey can devote at a minimum five-sixths of their time to research

<t)
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work53 and therefore be exempt from muip political activity. To
cloak the principle with authority, it was written into the "circu-
lar" on the convocation of the National Science Conference by the
Central,Committee of the CCP as a tOu1ation.54 In explaining the
principle, Deng Xiaoping told the delegates to the science confer-
ence.that:

`, 4

"We cadnot demand that scientists and tech-
nicians, or at any.rate, the overwhelming
majority of them, study a lot ofpolitical
and theoretical books, participate in nu-

Se

merous social actiVities and attend ;any-
6 meetings not related to their work."'5

blot only do PRC leaders recognize that to Ach4eve the 'goals df
modernization scientists and technicians should be freed of much
activity unrelated to their functions but that greater attention -

must be given to the proper employment of persons trained in such
specialized fields., Guangming Ritbao stated in a July 1978 editori-.
ar that the number of scientistsiand technicians_in the country
not makffig use,of what they have learned is equivalent to three to
four times the total number of graduates from several hundred insti-
tutions of learning in one year.% The edit8rial stressed the.
importance for the modernization drive to match skills with jobs,
a theme that has been commented upon periodically Mr both leaders
and the prebe during the year. The need to modernize managerial
techniques-has also been stressed, particularly the expanded use
of,computers in management.57 on

An aspect of administrative reform that has.been given some,atten-
tion is the placement of scientists and technicians in pnsitions
of administrative as well as substantive responsibility in scien-
tific and techinological organizations and the reduction of the role
in these organizations of Party bureaucrats who have no sUbstantive
or technical competence. The basic task .of scientific research
institutes, Deng said, "is to produce scientific reqxllts and train
competent people.... The important task for our poVitical work
todayis to make every scientist an4 techniciAh understand how4his
work relates to the grand'goal of the four modernizations."58
Commenting on the policy, a senior member of theiChinese Academy
of Sciences informed the science conference that the position of
chief or deputy chief oE'an institute and the cnfectOr or deputy
director of a laboratory under the academy must be a scientist.)9
An indication that the policy is being enforced is an announcement
in late September 1978 that four.scientists and technicians had
been elevated to positions ovice minister in the Ministry of
Petroleum Industry. 60

21



Meanwhile, to raise the-scientific consciousness of the people:as
a whole, a nationwide campaign aimed at popularizing-science hasbeen mounted in response to Rua Guofeng's call for In extensive
"popularizing" of scientific. and cultural knowledcebl and a cir-cular" to that effect has been idsued by the CCP Central Committee.62,

The Role of International "01a:changes in China's

Among the.elements that have impeded aducation reform and thegeneral modernization effort has been the negativ at toward"things foreign" nurtured during the Cultural Revolution, resulting.in the denunciation of both trade with foreign countries and accep-ting idead and mew knowledge from abroad. While the nang of Pour
has been charged with fostering these negative attitudes, i;ncludingthe specific accusation that tIley forba40.peop4ob to learn from the ,

advanced experiences of other courftries;"'it is well known that
Jiang Qing personally enjoyed classiáal-music and Western films,though she and her colleagues may yell have"opposed extensiv4 de-
velopment of foreign trade and international scholarly exchanges.
Irrespective of tesponSibility; however; the-prevailing attitude
-that emerged and spread during and after the,Cultural Revolution
was that borrowing from abroad contravened the Maoist principle ofself-reliance.

t

Since an important link in the implementation of all policies isthe vast cadres corps, PRC leaders have tackled'with some vigor
the problem oE reversing these ne4ative attitudes among,them. Many
cadres, conscious ol past policy li.uctuations and aware of the bit-
ter experiences of those who energetically carried out policies
-later denounced, are hesitant to act ,on policies-that deviate radi-
cally from those previbut lauded as Maoist.. .

rnization Fffort

To counter the idea that borrowing from abroad. is anti-maoist, the
thesis has been advanced that science and technology are "the com-
mon treasure of mankind," that every country has its strengths and

-

weaknesses andeach country should draw upon the strengths of others
to overcome its own weaknesses and share its own strengtIts withothers. sharing in this fashion,'the argument goes, doesonot vio-
late the contept of independence or the principle of self-reliance.64
Mao's own remarks about the desirability of-drawing upon the good
aspects of foreign cultures are cited ap applicable to the more
general subject of-exchanges of knowledge and-exPerience. While
some Chinese leaders, including Rua Guofeng,. may have been lesss
enthusiastic initially about hasty modernization and borrowing from
.abroadi the realization of China's lag in many fields of endeavor
gained by Hua and his delegation during their visit to Romania an&
.Yugoslavia in SePtember 1978, appears to have convinced them, as
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have foreign visits.convinced others, of the need to expedite
China's modernization and,the importance of extensive borrowing
from abroad for this purpose.

Since the spring of 1978, the Chinese people have been reminded
time and again by conPerence speakers and through the media"
that the goals of modernization'cannot he achieved without a
vigorous program of scientific add technolOcical exChanges with
advanced countries of the world. .Somewhat startling, hOwever, in
terms of_the extent to which the learn from abroad thesis has been
carried, is the recommendation of a PRd intellectual that even
foreign works on social science, particularly studies dealing with
the history and culture of China, deserve to be stildied:

In recent years, foreign scholars have written
many wo,rks, including reference works and tools,
on many areas of'social science and especially
on the history and cultUre Of China. They are
worthy of being studied and used by`us. In line
with the),spirit of the guideline of "Letting a
Hundred Schools of Thought Contend," we must
'create conditions to strengthen international
academic and cultural exchanges. This is highly
necessary in developing our social sciences and
science of history."

Pre-1966 Academic and Technological Exchanges

Prior'to the Cultural Revolution, the Pgq was involved in a variety .

of technological and education-oriented activities that might broad-
ly be termed exchanges, although in the true sense of the word not
all were exchanges. These included: a) sending Chinese students
and technicians abroad.for education and training; b)-providing pro-
grams and facilities in China for students from foreign countries;

and c) oroviding programs and facilities in China,for secondary,
college; or professional training for ethnic Chinese living abroad,
better known ds overseas Chinese.

.Precise figures for the number of Chinese students who went abroad
for studies during this period are not available, but it is known
th-at the overwhelming number of those who-did so went to the Soviet
Union and t countries in Eastern Europe. The PRC had negotiated
various exc.ange agreements with each of those countries in the
19503.67 I 'a report to the National People's Congress in' 1957,

23 ,
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Zhou. En-lai stated that during the preceding seven years the FRChad sent 7,000 students-to the Soviet Union and ;astern rurope, 90per cent of whom had gone to the USSR," Five years later, inFebruary 1962, Mikhail Suslov informed a plenum of the Communist
Party of the t}SSR that 11,000 Chinese students had completed t-heircourses of stUdy,in Russian institutions of "higher learning.49
Another source has calculated that between 1949.and 1960, a total

. of 38,000-Chinese students and trainees, at all levels, had re-
ceived full or partial training in the Soviet Union.

While most of the students sent abroad during this period went to
European Communist countries, a sprinkling had attended institu-
tions in Great Britain, France, Japan, and, before the outbreak of
border hostilities in 1962, in India. A few had even found their

4 ways to institutions in one or another African country.

,A /arge 13ortion of those sent to the ComMunist countries were con-cerned with scientifiá and technological studies, while most ofthose sent to Western Europe and Japan were interested primarily
.in learning:the language of their host countries. The studentewhowent abroad during this period developed study habits and livingpractices that were,to characterize the behavior of Chinese studentssent abroad by the pRc until very recently. They were diligent and

conscientious in their work butkept largely to themselves ana evenin "fraternal" countries refrained from mi ing with local students.In all countries they were kept undeeclose urveillance by membersof the PRC EmbasSy in the country concerned.

Except for the Overseas Chinese who went to the P.P.0 for their stu-dies and possibly students from Asian Communist countries (aboutwhom virtually no information is available), the number of foreian
students who went to China prior to the Cultural Revolution never
.approached that of the Chinese students who went-abroad. The totalnumber probably did not exceed two or three thousand in ,the 16-vearperiod.

Of the foreign students in China, the largest number o'f European
students came from Communist countries, all of whom went to China
under provisions of the student exchange or general cultural cooper-ei-ation agreements. cbnsiderably smaller numbers came from western
Europe. Asian non-Communist countries were represented by students
from Cambodia, India, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, and a few other coun-
triea. Education in the PRC appealed atithis time especially to
certain student groups in India and Indonesia, where arrangements
for their schooling were often-made by the bi-national friendship
aSsociations.
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After the Bandung Conference of Asian and African Countries in
1955,'at which Chinese leaders first established direct personal
contacts with leaders of-African states, and particularly after
the Suez crisis in July 1956, when the PRC saw a potential role
for itself in Africa apart from tha,t as a member of the Communist
fraternity ot,states, special appeals were made to attract African
students.to China. Those who responded included both leftist syM-1

pathizersband non-sympathizers.who accepted,Chinese s'cholarships,
many of them having been passed over in the selection for sCholar-
ships,to European Communist and non-Communist countries. The latter
expected to receive in China standard professional training that,
would prepare them for future service in their homelands. While a
few African students had arrived in China before the end of the
1950s, the greater numbertook advantage (4xthe PRC offers in the
early 1960s.

_Jobe PRC provided African students with transportation to and frOm
I-China, scholarships that tncluded tuition and lodging, and monthly
stipends sufficient to cover the cost of board, books, and inci-.

'dental expenses. Political sympathizers among them were'relativelS,
happy with tile programs offered, but those who'wenttrimarily for
professional training were, for the most part, soon disenchanted
with both education and life in the PRC. Disenchantment stemmed
from: a) the heavy political content of the teaching at the cost
of general education.and professional training; b) the difficulty
of the Chinese languacre, which all students had to study before
being transferred to institutions dealing with,their narticular
interests; c) the poor educational standards that they f4Qund, in
China; d) constant surveillance and lack of social life that they
experienced; e) hostility of the Chinese students, resulting in
part from the vast difference in the living standards offered for-
eign students as cbmpared to that_of Chinese students in the same
institutions, and f) cases of discrimination that they encountered
both of racial4and paternalistic nature."

Overseas Chinese began to go to the PRC in large numbers for secon-
dary; college, and professional education after 1955, when the PgC
implemented its nationality policy which offered persons of Chinese
otigin living abroad the option to choose between Chinese citizen-

. ship and the natidnality of the country in which they were resident.
The promulgation of this policy and the establishment of.schools in
China specifically Eor Overseas Chinese opened the way for student
migration in masses to China. The most important of these institu-
tions were two of university level--Jinan University in Canton, and
the Overseas University in Ouanzhou in Fujian'Province. The at-
traction of an education in China for Overseas Chinese was further
enhanced by the emerging image of the PRC as a successful developing
country and as a country playing an increasingly important role in

2 5



the international arena. According to the PRC, some 40,000 stu-dents from Chinese communities'abroad went to the PRC between-1955.and 1958 for their education.,71 The flow continued, and by 1960,the PRC claimed the presence in China of Overeeas Chinese studentsfrom 30 different countries,72 while by1965, some 60,000 to
.80,000 such students are variously estimated to have been enrolledin PRC educational institutions.7i

Many foreignAstudents, Overseas Chinese as well as others, remainedin China aftier completion of their studies and accepted employmentin various, government agencies. A few, not ethnically Chinese, wereemployed as foreign language °experts and placed with Radio Peking .or with one of the. PRC publications issued in several foreign lan-guages for audiences abroad. The Overseas Chinese were eventuallytreated much as the Local populace and placed where their skillswere needed.

The-Cultural Revolution

All programs for foreign students in China were abruptly terminatedin the autumn of,1966 when, as a result of student involvement inthe Cultural Revolution, all educational institutions from primary
through university levels, including those established for Overseas,Chinese, were' summarily, closed. Foreign students were infoxmedthat their studies were to be "suspended" for one year, while gov-
vernments with which the PRC had student exchange agreements werenotified of the action and,told that consideration would-be givento the issuande of certificates of graduation'to foreign'college
students in their senior year.

Except for the very few foreign students Who chose to participatewith their fellow Chinese in Cultural Revolution activity, most
foreign students promptly returned home.

;he Chinese action provoked angry responses from Moscow and front the*apitals of several East European countries, where, in reciprocity,
Chinese students were ordered to depart on short notice. The counter-actions in turn elicited equally angry responses from eijing. TheChinese viewed their own unilateral action as judtifiable on accountof the political situation in China hut considered the reciprocal
action taken by their Communist counterparts avp6nitive and provaca-tive.

Reactivation of the Foreign Exchange Proqrams

With the reopening of institutions of highe learning in the early
1970s and the concurrent drive-for diplomatic recognition and

,26
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international contact, initiatives were taken to revive student
exchanges. Commencing on a modest scale, the sending of Chinese
students, researchers, nd technicians abroad for study and ad-
vanced training have now blossomed'into a major campaign. At the
same Arne, as available facilities and capabilities allow, Beijing
is accepting, 'in steadily increasing numbers, foreign students,
teachers, and technicians for study, research, and instruction in
China.

The initiative for a resumption of student exchanges rested origin-
% ally, tn the post-Cultural Revolution period, with Western countries

desirous of sending students to China, but the trend turned sharply
in late 1972, when the PRC began to press--at times with someur-
gency--for the consummation of exchange arrangements proposed ear-
lier by several Western countries: As a result, programs allowing
the Chinese to send upward of 20 students annually were arranged
by the PRC with Canada, Australia and a number of West. European
countries. In most cases, these arrangements were for the Chinese
sent.abroad to study host country languages. During the same per-

' iod, the Japanese agreed .to take a few Chinese for the study of
the Japanese language in Japan.. In response, the Chinese accepted
a small number of students from those countries for study in China,
mostly for the study of Chinese language, literature, and history.
All of these arrangements, however, were without formally negoti-
ated agreements.

Exch nges with countries in Eastern Europe with which the PRC re-
mained 'on good termsAlbania, Romania, and Yugoslavia--and with

. Third World countries were also reactivated. Though little tnfor-
mation is available, students from North Korea, Vietnam, Cambodia
and Laos were apparently also present in large numbers. Exchanges

) with Albania and Vietnam, however, were suspended in 1978, as rela-
tions between China and those countries degenerated..

The fundamental aim of the PRC in developing scholarly and technical
exchange programs with countries of the Western World and Japan is

l.

to acquire from them advanced skills and knowledge essential to the
realization of China's modernization effort. Its objective in pro-
moting exchanges with Third World Countries is to learn froM them
hOst-country languages and cultures and to provide students from
those countries opportunity for university and post-graduate training
in China.

In the process of expanding student exchanges, Beijing has departed
from two earlier held basic principles of operation in dealing with
exchange matters. In the first place, it has dropped its earlier
policy of opposing the development of academic and technical
exchanges with Western countries and Japan on the basis of formal

2
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agreements; secondly, itt. has departed from a Policy of strict
.control over and a lim ation of cohtacts with the local populace
by Chihese students seni. abroad.

Prior to January,1978, several Western countries and Japan had
sought to negotiate exchange agreements with the PRC but effort,
met with no success, some initiatives even without response. In
January 1978, a scientific and technical agreement and a two-year
cultural cooperation agreement between China and France was signed
in Seijing during the visit of French Premier Raymond larre. These
were the first agreements signed with a Western country calling
for exchanges. Tollowings these, agreements were signed, in fairly
rapid succession, with Italy, the Federal Republic of Germany, the
United Kingaom, Sweden, the United States, and a few other coun-
'tries. Protocols detailing exchanges were negotiated with the first
four in the autumn of 1979, during the visit t9 those countries of
Premier qua Gudfeng. A ctiltural cooperation agreement was also
negotiated with Japan (luring the visit to China in December. 1979
of Japanese Premier Masayoshi Ohira.

Prior to this setieb of events, exchange agreements, mostly in the
form of provisions in cultural cooperation agreements, as noted
above, %had existed only with communist countries and a few Third
World countries, all of which apparentay expired during the period.
of the Cultural Revolution when implementing protocols failed to
be negotiated. At present, reactivated exchange agreements with
communist countries appear to be in force with only North,Kor4ta,
Romania, Yugoslavia, tulgaria, and Hungary.

With the large number of Chinese students going abroad at present,74
it is no longer feasible tot-place them in a few closely watched
facilities in most countries or for the Chinese embassies there to
maintain clote surveillance.pver them. As a consequence, the-Chi-
nese have not only allowed but encouraged their students to live
dispersed, often with private families of the host'countries, and
to establish local contacts. They have evtn permitted advanced
students to acceOt academic employment while abroad where'this is
possible.

As Chinese students abroad'are giyen such liberties and opportuni-
ties, new problems of'adjustment crop up. In some countries local
organizations have been established to attend to these problems.
For instance; a Frafernal Society of Overseas Chinese students in
Japan was formed under Japanese sponsorthip in November 1979 on' the
urging of Itoko f<aya, wife of a former president of Tokyo Univer-
sity, and Tenkoko Sonada, wife of a former foreign minister, to
look after the interests of Chinese'students in Japan.75 Because
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of the former roles of their husbandS, both women were acquainted'
with the problems Chinese students were experiencing and recognized
the need to attend to them as the Chinesesstudent,population in
Japan began to grow in numbers..

,Administration of Exchanges

International exchanges of the PRC, acadeMic and technical as well
as others, are conducted by China on three levels: 1) a central
government-to-government level; 2) an intermediate government level,
for instance, orovince or municipality to state, in the case of
dealings with the United States; and 3) on what the PRC views as a
private or peoples-.to-peoples level. . .

In the case of exchanges on the government"-to-government level,
these are negotiated and supervised, on the Chinese side, by organs
subordinate to or associated with the executive organ,of the state,
the State Council, dealing directly with foreign government agen-
cies and, to a limited degree, with foreign government facilitated
organizations. The function of the government at this level is
largely the negotiation of exchange agreements; implementation is

. carried out by state agencies or organs in the mass sector.

In the case-of'exchanges on the intermediate governmental level,
these are negotiated and administered, on the Chinese side, by
provincial-level organs, including at present municipal organs,
both of municipalities subordinate to the central government and
municipalities subordinate to the provinces. These bodies deal
with governmental organs in foreign countrids below central gov-
ernment level. This level of exchanges has developed only in the
past two years. Illustrations of such.exchanges are those which
will result from. the Anhui Province-State of Maryland linkage-and .
the, Hupei-Ohio ties, and those resulting -rom the various sister-
city linkages that have developed, such as the Nanjing-St. Louis76
and th.g 13 sister city linkages now in existence 'between China and
Japan.I7 In the arrangements for these ties, cultural exchanges,
including academic, play a role.

In respect to ehe peoples-to-peoples level exchanges, these are
neggtiated and administered by Chinese mass organizations in what
Beijing considvs the private sector, which deal with private or-
ganizations abryad. While regarded as being in the private sector,
the Chinese orThns involved are all under'the control of, and finan-
ced by the central government or the provincial and municipal gov-
ernments. The organization in this sector which has the broadest

2j.
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scope and responsibility is the Chinese People's Association for
F.riendship with Foreign Countries but those %nth greatest relevance ,to scholarly and technical exchanges include an array of education-
al, scientific, and technical institutes, societies, and acaaemics,such as the Chinese People's Institute of Foreign Affairs, the
China Scientific and Technical Association, the China EducationalAssociation, the Chinese academies of agriculture and forestry,
and other similar bodies. Student and teacher exchanges, using theterm in the broadest sense, have also been arranged by the Chinese
People's Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries with
specialized exchange organizations abroad or with various binational
organizations abroad, such as th4 Japan-China Friendship Associationand the United States-China Friendship Assoc.iation. sArrangementsbetween private citizens abroad, mostly by Overseas Chinese, with
Chinese officials have also resulted in the placeMent of foreign
students in China and the sponsorship abroad Of Chinese, students.

Student 'exchanges in the private category include, among others,
those arranged by the University of Nebraska and Guangdong,Univer-sity and by the University of California with Beijing University.

The most productive and broadest category of exchanges in the pri-
vate sector over a period of time have probably been those conductedsince 1956 by the Chinese People's Association of rriendship with
Foreign Countries and the Japan-China Cultural Exchange Association.

In addition to the liberalizing of controls over students sent
abroad, the PRC has agreed to the incorporation of a few new fea-
tures in the latest spate of exchange agreements consummated in
the autumn of 1979. In an agreement between the,PRC and Britain,
signed during Hua Guofeng's visit to London, was a clause providing
for the mutual granting of scholarships by the receiving country to
students and advanced researchers of the sending country.78 A
similar provision was included in protocol or scientific ccopera- 41tion and cultural exchange for 1980-81 signed in Rome by a mixed
PRC-Italian commission.7/ The British agreement also specified
the intent of the two countries to promote direct contacts and
exchanges between universities and other institutions of the two
countries, and contained a provision for the encouragement and
facilitation of visits by scholars of the corresponlqing country on
a self-paying basis.

Developments of the past year clearly indicate a great augmentation
of Chinese students and researchers going abroad for.studies and
training. Meanwhile, the number of foreign students and research-
ers admitted to China will continue for a number of years to be
limited by available physical facilities and teaching capabilities.
The Chinese will, however,'continue to give special attention to
the expansion of such facilities and the improvement of their in-
structional capabilities. At the same tiMe, joint research projects
are likely to increase in China and in the correspondent countries.
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FOOTNOTES

1Following the visit to Romania and Yugoslavia in August 1978 bya PRC delegation, headed by CCP Party Chairman and Premier HuaGuofeng, during which some of China's top leaders were able for
the tirst time to observe the extent of China's lag behind even
these countries in science, technology,.and general living stan-dards, the promotional theme for modernization was dramAtically
changed from calling for the achievement of the objectives by
the year 2000 to demanding that the goals be accomplished sooner.
People's Daily, in its National Day editorial, October 1, 1978,-
said that "...now the point is to do it faster, striving to reach
this great objective more quickly." -RedfFlag, also in its October

editorial.saidi "At present, 'what is important is no longer a
question of whether,we can build our country into a modern, polo-
erful- socialist country before the end of the century but the
necessity to realize such a task more rapidly and to realize the
modernization at a relatively higher degree in accordance with
the griginal idea." With the readjustment of targets, however,
the cfuestion of the ultimate target date has been muted;

2The interim program, while actually implemented in 1978, is re-
ferred to by the PRC as covering the ten-year perio'd 1976-1985,
which coincides with the Fifth (1976-1980) and the Sixth (1981-
1985) Five Year plans.

30ve5 the years, the Chinese Communists havd lssueolOand refined
their lists, or listings, of categories of negative elements in .the state. Initially, the-list contained five negative cate-
gories--(1) landowners, (2) rich farmers, .(3) counterrevolution-
aries, (4) bad elements (anti-social elements, such as thieves,
embezzlers, murderers and rapists), and (5) rightist elements;
Later the fifth category was periodically broken down, resulting
eventually in its replacement by the following, which were added
to the first four: (5) incbrrigible capitalists, (6) rebels from
their.own ranks, (7) enemy agents, (8) reactionary capitalists,
and (9) reactionary intellectuals. Interestingly, according to
VOA's Hsu Yuanyo,.traditionally, students in China have tAen re-
ferred to as the "Ninth Category" (jiu lao qiu or simply ( iu aiu),
follow1ng soldiers,, who were the "Eighth Category" (ba 1411 ).

4Fang Yi, a member of the Political lureau and a vice Premiet, is
the Minister in charge of-the State Scientific and Technological
Commission, the highest organ of state in the fields of science
And technology, and concurrently a vice President of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences. Though presenly concerned with science and
technology, he does not appear to have any specialized'training ins
those fields, and his bureaucratic rise has been primarily through
roles in finance and general economics. A veteran of the Long
March, Fang had been, prior to his assoCiation with the CCP, edi-
tor of the Commercial-PresS' in Shanghai and has at least some
knowledge of 3'apanese, German, English and Russian.
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5Beijing, Xinhua, March 21, 1978.

6Beijing, Xinhua, MIrch 28, 1978:

7According to a Kyodo News Agency report, Tokyo, September 27,
1978, in a discussion with a group of Japanese scientists, lhou
Peiyuan referred to tlig 800,000 as a projected figure of needel
scientists and enginee-N, and said that the attainment of that
number would represent an increase from the present 60,000 avail-
able. Zhou, a Vice President of the Chineie Academy of Sciences,

'Acting Chairman of the Scientific and Technical Association, and
President of Beijing University, studied physics at the California
Institute of Technology in the 1920s and worked under US military
auspices in the.1940s.

8At the time of writing, Xinhua and Red Flag had carried only the
official abridged text of Fang's speech. Drafts of the outline
.plan for the 1978 to 1985 period were distributed to the confer-
ence delegates but not released by Xinhua.

9k nationalconference on advanced laser techniques, attended by
120 researchers, was held in Wuhan between June 6 and 15, 1978,
acccording to AFP, Beijing, June 23, 1978, quoting Peo2le's Daily
of June 22, 1978.

10Hefei, Anhui Provincial service broadcast, September 20, 1978.

119eijing, Xinhua, March 28, 1978. See Beijing, Xinhua, March 28,
1978. One aspect of American life that impressed members of a PRC
delegation of journalists that toured the country in 1978 was the
fact that "Thdugh the scientific and technological level of this
Country is of first class in the world, they .do not refuse to learn
from foreign countries." See article by Wang Jo-shui, "A Glance of
the Ilnited States," People's Daily, October r7, 1978, a translation
of which is to be found in JPRS Number 72423, December 13, 1978,
with the referenced passage on page 27.

12"Commentator" article in an undated Jiaoyu Yanjiu, carried in
Guangming Ribao, October 20, 1979.

'13Ibid.

14Li oi, Vice Minister of EducatiOn, in an interview with Xinhua
correspondents--see Beijing, Xinhua, July 19, 1978. Despite past
claims of progress, Li Qi complained that illiteracy remains in
"fair amount," mainly among the peasants.

15Ibid.

"Tokyo, Kyodo News Agency, September 27, 1978.

32
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17A Guangming Ribao editorial, July 13, 1978,,stated that the
number of scientists and techniciads in the country not making
use of what they have learned "is equivalent to three to four
times the tottill of graduates in one year from several hundred
existing institutions of higher learning" in the PRC. The need
for greater attention to the proper placement of trained person-
nel has been the subject of comment by leaders and by other jour-
nals as well.

o-
18Beij ing, Xinhua Domestic Service, September 19, 1978.

19Ibid.

20Beiting Review, No. 42, October 19, 1979, p. 6.

21Ibid.

22Beij ing, Xinhua Domestic Service, September 19, 1978. The addi-
tional facilities would provide space for 150,000 college,570,000
vocational, 900,000 middle school, and 810,000 primary school
students. .

238ee Robert Leestma, "Forward," in Robert D. Barendsen, editor,
The 1978 National College Entrance Examination in the People's
Republic of China'(Washington: US Department4of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare; Office of Education, July 1979), p. iii. In
this connection, see also Robert D. Barendsenr The Educational
Revolution in China (Washington: US Government Printing Office,
1973) and Dale Bratton, "University Admissions Policies in China,
1970-1978," Asian Survey, Volume X/X, Number 10, October 1979,
DP. 1008-1022.1

24Beijing, Xinhua, June 13, 1978.

25Guangming Ribao, May 23, 1979.

26A term used-by Minister of Education, Jiang Ianxiang, in a
speech on educational work in May 1979--Beijing Ra1io, nomestic
Service, July 17,-1979.

27Jay Mathews, The Washington Post; June 23, 1978.

29Robert Leestma, oo. cit., p.

29Seijing Xinhua, September 16, 1979; Beijing Review, Number 41,
, October 12, 1979, p. 6.

309eijing, Xinhua, Domestic Service, August 2, 1979.

31Beijing, Xinhua, June 19, 1978; Beijing, Xinhua, September'16,
1979.

32Beijing, -Xinhua, September 23, .1979.
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"Beijing, Xinhua, September 23, 1979. The Xinhua release pro-
vided the following data relating to educational institutions and
'enrollment in 1979 (or as otherwise stated) and as compared to
siMilar figures for,1949 (or, in one case, 1950):

Level
1979 1949

Institutions Students Institutions Students

Kindergarten 164,000 .7,870,000 (1950) 1,800 140,000

Primary Schools 900,000 146,000,000 340,000 24,000,000

Middle Schools 160,000 65,000,000 4,000 1,000,000+

Secondary and-
Vbcaticaal 2,000+ 880,000 LOCO . 220,000

University and
College 598 850,000 200 117,000

Factory-Run and
Sparearime 500,000

Spare-Time Secon-
dary Schools 68,000,000

GradUate Students
(1978) 8,000 re

The same Xinhug item also reported that since 1949, PRC had grad-
uated a total of 2,940,000 students from institutions of higher
learning. Teaching staffs at these institutions were reported in
the following magnitude: ft

Level 1979 1949

Primary Schools 5,220,000 836,000

Middle SchoOls 3,280,000 83,000

Institutions of Ifigher Learning , 260,000 16,000

Xinhua s ated that .94 perceni of school-aged children are presently'
enrolled in schools. The figure of 146,000,000 students enrolled
in primary schools is the same figure that Beijing, Xinhua, had
used on July 28, 1978, for 1978 enrollment.
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34Wen Yinggan in Nanfang Ribao, Canton, August 1, 1979..

35Ibid.

36Vice Minister Li Qi In an interview with Xinhua correspondents--
Beijing, Xinhua, July 19, 1978.

37Beijing, Xinhua, July 18, 1978. The previous day, Xinhua hadreported that a forum held in Wuhan hid taken a decision t9 com-
pile within .one year more than lpo textbooks on basic courses in
language, philosophy.history, political economy and education-- 6
se'e Beijing, Xinhua,' July 17, 1978.

38Peking Review, NuTber.39, September 29, '1978, p. 26.

"Liao Chengzhi, "Be Resolute to Push Foreign Language Education
Forward," Guangming Ribao, September 27, 1978. See also Lu,
Shuxiang, '"Two Pressing Problems in Language Teaching," Peotle's

March.16, 1978, and a Xinhua article, September 30,-1978,
ealing with the question of improving foreign language teaChing

in China. The Gang of Four is accused of having argued that""we
can make revolution without knowing A, B, C"--Beijing, Xinhua,
September 28v 1978.

"Liao Chengzhi, ofp. cit. While Liao spoke of the need of 50,000
foreign language instructors, Xinhua reported December S, 1.979,
that China has 222,273 persons classified as skilled in 56 4an-,
guages.' 33,330 of these, however, were said to be improper*
employed. This resource, however, does not necessarily neggte
Liao's claim.

*7
41Hong Kong, Ta Kung Pao; English Edition, November 11, 1979.,

42Wri.ting,about Washington, D.C., Wang Jo-shui, a member of the
PRC journa

k
st delegation that visited the United States in 1978,

said in hd trip rtport, "Journalist,yiews Aspect of Life in
America," i'at "in this country, scientists are respected" (or
"esteemed"). See JPRS, Number 72423, December 13, 1978, p. 22.

43Beijing, Xinhua, March 21, 1978.

441bid.

45Ibid.

D
.

"Shanghai, Wen Hui Bao, "commentator" article "Bring the Role
of IntelleZEZETI-TRE3 Full Play," carried by Radio Shanghai, In
its Domestic Service, November 12, 1979--FBIS, Daily Report,

. Number 222, November 15; 1979, p. 11.

47Zhongguo Qingnian Bao, August 23, 1979--JPRS, Mumber 74450,
October 25" 1979, pp. 38-39.

35



48Beijing, -XinhuaTune 1-4, 1978.

49Beij.ing, Xinhua, November 24, 1979. Teachers' salaries, espe-,
ci'ally in secondary schools, continue to.be generally lower than
in other comparative fields of activity-rGuangming Ribao, September
19, 1979.

50Beijing, Xinhua, Mardh/6, 1978.

51Beijing, Xinhua, Domestic Service, July 2, 1978. An indication
that an "emancipation of the mind" is in fact taking p14ve is a
report carried by the Xinhua Domestic Service on Decembek 3, 1979.,
to the effect that an All-China Society for the Study of Modern
Foreign Philosophy had been formed in Taiyuan, which had convened
a national meeting at which papers covering Western, soviet and
East European philosophies had been disCussed.

52Gan,Bai, Party Secretary in the Institute ot Physics of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences, in an article,'"Race Against Time
to Realize the Four Modernizations," in People's Daily, March
15, 1978. Gan said that Zhou had laid down this regulation on
instruction from Chairman Mao in 1956.

.

*

53Deng Xiaoping, in his speech to the National Science Conference,
Beijing, Xinhua, Narch 21, 1978. Deng added that "It is 'still bet-
ter if even more.time is available for this purpose."

54Gan Bai,,Gop. cit.

55Deng speech, Beijing, Xinhual March 21, 1978.

56Guangming Ribao, July 13, 1978.
, .
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?
Chi Ti, "General T Nask for the ew Period: Industrial Moderniza-

( tion," Peking Review, Numper 26, June 30, 1978, p. 7.

58Deng, op. cit.

59Li Chang, a vice president of the Chiriese Academy of Sciences,
in a speech at the National Science Conference. See Li.angming
Ribao, April 2, 1978.

60Beijing, Xinhua, Domestic Service, September 25, 1978. More
recently, 13 professors and associate professors were appointed
president or vice president of ten institutions of higher learning
in Sichuan Proyince--GuAngmin7 Ribao, Auaust 17, 1979 (see JPRS,
Number 74368, p. 56). In addition to the granting of greater re-
sponsibility, other morale raising measures, have been taken, in-
cluding the restoration of titles, the promotion .Of deserving
scientists and technical pelponnel, and.the granting of awards of
merit. A few scientists halle also been admitted to CCP membership,
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an action tliat considerably increases their prestige and influ-ence. See Fang Yi and Li Chang speeches at the national ScienceConferencee Beijing, Xinhua, tlarCh 28, and Guangming Ribao, April2, 1978,,respectively; and Beijing, Xinhua, August 31, 1978..

61Hua speech'at the National Science Confetence, 1978. See
BeijingXinhua, March 25; 1978.

62Guanqming Ribao, June 24, 1978. ,Implementation of this policy
is reflected in the formation of the China Science and technology
Popularization Creative Arts Association and its recent tionalscience popUlarization work exhibitioA in Beijing--Beijin Xinhua,Domestic Service, November 20, 1979.

"Hua Guofeng,-speech at the National.Conference oh Finance andTrade, 1978. See Beijing, Xinhua, July 11, 1978.
4

"At the 1978 national science conference, Deng Xiaoping said,
"Independence does not mean shutting the door on the world, nordoes self-reliance mean blind opposition to everything foreign,"
--see Beijing, Xinhua, March 21, 1978. Deng's comments are inline with long-standing interpretations of self-reliance by ZhouEn-lai and others, and as expounded by Wang Ronqsheng at the
UNESCO meeting in Geneva in July 1972, when he said:

"Self-relianoe means thisW Rely mainly on the
strength of each country's own people, give full
play to their talents, gradually eliminate the
forces and influences of imperialism, colonialism,
and neo-colonialism, and exploit all available
resources pt home systeMaticelly and in a planned
way; make every effort to accumulate necessary
flinds for development through internal resources;
take effective measures to train the country's own
technical and managerial personnel, in a way suited
to local conditions; graduarlY change the 'single-
product economy' resulting. from a long colonial rule;
lift the country from dependence upon and subordin- -
ation to imperialism, and establish an independent
and relatively comprehensive economic system....
Independence and self-reliance do not mean seclusion
and self-sufficiency. Self-reliance excludes neither
the development of international economic and trade
relations on the principle of equality and mutual
benefit nor the*mutual support and assistance given
on the same basis." Geneva, Xinhui, July 5, 1972.

65-illustrative of press items are an article by Guo Jicu in ang-
mina Ribao, April 234 1978, denouncinT an Orlier attack against
foreign technology, and a Xinhua commentary, entitled 'Valiantly
Plan the,Introduction Cof foreign technologyltb Accelerate the
Pace of Development," carried by Xinhua in its Domestic gervice,
September 16, 1978.
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"Tsai Mei-piao, "Distinguish Between the Right and Wfong Line
and Let a Hundred Schools of Thought,Contend," Guangming Daily,
March 11, 1978.

67Specific student exchange.agreements existed withtonly East
Germany, Poland, and the Soviet Union, but cultural agreements
'and scientific and technological cooperation agreements, which
the PRC had negotiated witb each of the European communist
states, generally included provisions for academic and techno-
logical exchanges and fof scientific cooperation.

8Theodore H. E. Chen, "Student Exchanges in Communist China,"
,in the proceedings of the First Sino-American Conference on Main-
'land China, December 11-19, 1970.

69Ibid.

70Emmanuel John Hevi, An African Student in China (New York:
Frederick k. Praeger, 1963), pp. 119-136.

71Ho Hsiang-ning, "Rising Patriotism of.Overseas Chinese," speech
to the National People's Congress, July 11, 1957.

72People's Daily, July 12, 1960.

73People's Daily, April 15, 1960; China News Analysis, Number 362,-
, March 3, 1961; Union Research Institute, Hong Kong, Communist China,

Volume II, 1961, page 161.

74Xinhua, 'Beijing; announced on November 9, 1979, that there were
2,230 Chinese students studying in 33 caqntries, of which sdme
200 were in Britain,'200 each in France Ind the Federal'Republic
of Germany, and 100 in Japan, and the largest contingent ofap-
proximately 500 in the United States. Theee'figures, however,
reflect in at least some cases the situation obtaining well before
the November 9 date. In the case of Japan, for instance, Kyodo

*reported on November 1, 1979, that there were as of October 1979,
150 Chinese students in Japan and that 386 more were scheduled to

-arrive in Japan in April 1980. Following the Ohira-Hua talks in
'December, Kyodo reported (on December 6, 1979)-that China plans
to send 450 students to Japan in fiscal 1979, whichiends in March
1980, and has requested Japan to increase the number of students
it is willing to receive to 700. A Paris, AFP report, Odtober 18,
1979, reported that Giscard d'Estaing and Hu Guofeng had agreed
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institutions; where most are studying physical or applied science
in non-degree programs that are expected to extend for a two-year
period. Thi PRC Government has selected and is paying for some 800of this group. The remainder are privately finanded, most ,often by
relatives living in the US. The Chinese have aiked, and ths US has
agreed, to their sending an'additional 1,000 new schEllars and stu-
dents to the United States beginning with the fall term. Meanwhile,
some 60 American graduate students and scholars have gone to China
since February 1979 under the US Government program. An additional60 are expected to go to China.this fall, with the understanding
that any Americans already in the PRC who wish to dohtinue theirstudies for an additional period of time will be permitted to do

,so.
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77Beijing, Xinhua, December 4, 1979, ftlebrted that there were, as
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78Beijing, Xinhua, November 1, 1979.

79Rome, ANSA, October 20, 1979.
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